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Photon echo evperlments are performed on delocabzed electromc evcltatlons of optxal dlmer states The delGuhzed
dlmer states are found to have very long coherence times. close to the coherent hnxt The dlmer dephasmg IS quabtatlvely
slmdar to dephasmg

of pentacene

monomers.

I_ Introduction

The concept of a delocahzed
electroruc state lmhes the existence of long-term quantum-mechamcal
phase relatlonsiups
among the component
basis states
ff these phase relatIontips
are lost rapidly on the time
scale of an experimental
observable,
the state IS mcoherent, i.e. It wdl not etibit
phasedependent
properties. For example, the transport
of electromc excltations among dye molecules in solution can be descnbed in terms of a master equation
[I]. It IS unnecessary
tG consider the relative phases of excitations
on different molecules.
In contrast, the propagation
of a coherent exciton wave packet depends on changmg regions
of constructtve
and destructive
Interference.
Therefore,
It Involves m detail the phases of excitations
on different molecules.
The phase relatlonships
givmg nse to a
coherent delocahzed
electromc state can be lost vra
dynarmcal
interactions
of the system with its ennronment.
The shapes and widths of homogeneous
optical absorption lmes provide information
on the basic dynamica! processes affectmg electronic
excltatlons.
However,
inhomogeneous
broadening
can frequently
mask the
homogeneous
line. In adddion,
the homogeneous
line
shape does not dlstingulsh
T; @ure dephasmg)
from
T, (hfetime)
processes. Applicatton of opttcal coherence expenments,

such as photon echo [2-41
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and

stimulated
photon echo [4], can be used to remove
the effects of mhomogeneous
broadenmg
and dlstmgulsh T, processes, such as spectral dlffuslon,
from
TI processes.
Untd recently picosecond
optlcal coherence expenments on large molecules have exammed the states of
Isolated molecules m ddute moved crystals [3,4] How.
ever, in recent experiments
we have mvestlgated
delocahzed optlcal excltatlons
of pentacene
dlmers m concentrated
pentacene
m p-terphenyl
crystals. In this
crystal, some of the many possible types of near-neigh.
bor dimers have large spectral stifts from the monome
So + SI origm Thus IS due to dipole-dipole
mteractlons wtuch delocahze the excitation
over the molecular pair. Differences
m van der Waals mteractlons
(crystal sfuft) of an isolated molecule and the molecular par can also contrlbute
to the spectral shfts. The
dipole interaction
between the pentacenes
comprlsmg
the dlmer splits the St state mto a doublet.
Consider
the states of the system m a site representation
loo>,
both molecules are unexcited,
I 10) and 10 I), respectlvely, the first and second molecule is excited, and
11 l), both molecules are excited
For a pau of Identlcal molecules, the elgenstates of the system mcludmg
the dlpolar Interactions
are
loo),

1+)=2-J/2(110)+

I-)=2-‘/‘(IlO)The energes

IOl)),

101)).
Ill)

(1)

of these states are @ven by
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E,=E+p-D,

E_ =E-_P-D,

E,,

=2E-D,,

.

(2)

E IS the monomer
excitation
energy 0 IS the dlpolar
mtermolecular
interactlon
matnx element whch deiocahzes the excltatlon.
D accounts for the difference
m crystal shft of a smgly excited molecular pair and
an Isolated molecule UI the p-terphenyl
lattice. D,, accounts for the difference In crystal stift of the doubly
excited pour The monomer crystal shift is absorbed
mto E. Some dlmers, arismg from eqLlv2lent pentacenes, are composed of monomers
with degenerate
electromc states. Eqs. 11) and (Z) are exact for these
timers. However, m t! e p-terphenyl
host there are
four well-defined
site energies for pentacene
[S] ansmg from the four symmetry
inequlvalent
posItIons m
the low-temperature
host unit cell [6]. Many of the
monomer
pairs have Ear #E1O_ Even m this sltuatlon,
for some molecular pairs, the dipolar interaction
1s so
great that the excited
state is effectively delocalized
over the two molecules, and eqs. (1) and (2) are basiczlly correct [7].
in fig. 1 the transmittance
spectrum to the red of
the pentacene
m p-terphenyl
orlgm IS shown The sample IS so tvghly concentrated
that the monomer
peaks
are 100% absorbing over a broad spectral re@on (In a
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non-saturated
monomer spectrum the monomer
peaks
are = 1 cm-l wide [S] _) In this spectrum five peaks
are clearly visible to the red of the monomer or@n
These are labeled RI -R5. R, and R, appear as shoulders on the monomer absorption
whale R,, R, and R,
are well resolved.
Conclusive evidence that these peaks are m fact
&mers comes from absorption
spectra. The Integrated
absorbances
of the R3-R5
absorptions
at 1.4 K were
measured on a senes of crystals of varying pentacene
concentration.
The monomer concentrations
of the
same crystals were measured by observmg a vibratlonal excitation
at room temperature
so the absorptlons
would be thermally broadened
and have reasonably
low ODs. A log-log plot of these pairs of measurements 1s given m fig. 2. A hne of slope two fits the
points well. Thus, the concentrations
of R,-R,
go as
the sqzrare of the monomer
concentration,
demonstratmg unambiguously
that R,-R,
are dlmer absorptlons
The dimer sphttings
can be calculated approtimately usmg the low-temperature
p-terphenyl
crystal structure [6] and an atom-atom
potential
calculation
to
obtain the onentatlon
of pentacene
molecules in each
of the four sites In the p-terphenyl
lattice [?‘I. These
calculations
demonstrate
that the majority of the redDIMER
YS
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spectrum of pcntacene dlmers. RI-Rs,

at 1 4 K. Total pentacene
concenfratron
IS 2.5
x IO-4 mol/mol
The monomer
ongm, 0, absorbs 100% due
to Its hrgh concentratron.
The scale IS the reddshrft rn wave
numbers from :he monomer.
Inset energy level dlagram showmg pentacene monomer and the I+). I - 1and I1 I ) drmer states
The krge dipole mteractlon
Fphts the I+) and I-) states by
tens of cm-‘. The vertical hne represents the laser optrcal field
which couples the ground state to thedelocalrzed
state, I+).
AlI other states are far off-resonance
and are not affected by
the laser.
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Frg 2 Concentration
of R3 plotted agamst pentacene
monomer concentratron
for several crystals. A lme of slope two
fits the fog--log plot, indrcating that the R3 concentration
goes as the square of the monomer
concentration.
Identrul
results were obtamed
for R4 and Rs. Thrs concluswely
demonstrates that R3-Rs
are drmer absorptrons
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slufted drmer hnes have small sphttmgs of less than
2 cm -l_ These wrll be obscured under the Intense monomer peak. Attentron
must be focused on the red
srde of the ongin as the mtense absorption
by the monomer phonon srdeband dominates
the spectrum to
the blue of the monomer
peak For a number of the
crystallographically
drfferent drmer paus, the drpolar
sphttmg IS large enough to produce the observed
RI -R, peaks An exact calculatron
of the spectrum
IS not posstble for two reasons. First, the exact orlentatlons

of the pentacenes

m the lattice are unknown.

Second, the drfferences between monomer and dtmer
van der Waals mteractrons
with the host lattrce (D
terms) are unknown
Although the spectrum cannot
be calculated
exactly, the observed peaks, R, -R,, are
entuely consrstent
wtth good estimates of the energres
of the red-slufted
drmer states.
Frg. I shows a srmphfied energy level dragram of a
monomer and a set of drmer states I+), I-), and 11 1)
The I +) and I -) drmer states are truly delocahzed
entrtres. They have been referred to as “mmr excrtons”
as they are the smallest, multt-molecule
system wluch
can exhtbrt delocalizatron
There have been a number of experiments
whrch
zxamme spin coherence m trrplet drmer systems [8] _
However, it can be difficult to relate spin coherence
measurements
to the basrc question of opttcal coherence times [9]. By performmg
photon echo experrments on the drmer states descrrbed above, we have
been able to unambiguously
measure the optical coherence trme associated wrth a delocahzed
state
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experiments
The excrtatton
pulse sequence IS then drrected to the sample, located m a hqurd-hehum
Dewar.
The generated echo signal leaves the sample and 1s
temporally,
spattally and frequency
selected by summmg wrth a angle, 80 ps IR pulse. The up-converted
echo srgnal IS then detected.
Further detarls of the experrmental
procedures
appear elsewhere [4].
The dye laser was tuned to the absorptron
ma\rma
of the R,, R, and R, hnesand echo decay curveswere
recorded
The R, and R, lures are not suffrcrently well
resolved from the monomer
peak to obtam unambrguous results. The spectral spread of the dye laser and
the Rabr frequency, w , , are sufficiently small to ensure that only the selected lute was exctted m a grven
experrment
(see fig 1). Thus, the ground state was
coupled to a smgle delocahzed
drmer state without mterference
from the monomer
elctted state or other
drmer states, mcludmg the doubly exerted I1 1) state.
These other states are not m resonance wth the laser
The hfetimes of the drmer lutes R3, Rq and R5
were obtamed by selectively excrtmg each lure and
measunng
tts fluorescence
decay tune using a fast photomultrpher
tube (rtse time <2 ns) and a computer-mterfaced Tektrorux
R-79 12 translent dlgtlzer
The
pentacene
m p-terphenyl
crystals were mimersed m
hquid hehum and the sample temperature
controlled
by the rate of pumping on the hqurd hehum. The temperature was measured wrth a cahbrated
drgrtal manon
eter.

3. Results
2. Experimental
The fast decay ttmes of large molecules require
high-energy,
tunable, ptcosecond
hght pulses to perform photon echo experiments
These are provided by
a mode-locked,
cavity-dumped
dye laser synchronously pumped by the frequency-doubled
output of a cw
pumped, acousto-opttcally
mode-locked
and Qswttched Nd : YAG laser. Tlus dye laser system provides a very stable source of 30 ps, 20 P J pulses at a
400 Hz repetition
rate [4]. A dye laser single pulse
passes through a network of beam splitters and a motonzed optical delay line. Thrs sphts the pulse into a
sequence of excitation
pulses with appropnate
intensities and variable temporal delays for the photon echo

Table 1 gtves the results of the photon echo decay
(T2) and fluorescence
decay (T, ) measurements
on
the three drmer Lures R,, R, and R,. Included m table
1 IS the pure dephasmg
trme, Ts, obtarned from
l/T2

= 1/2T,

+ l/T;

.

(3

The hfetime of the pentacene
monomer
m p-terphenyl
1s 24.5 ns. The hfetimes of the three drstinct delocalized dtmer states are all somewhat
faster than thrs and
differ somewhat among themselves
Thrs IS not unreasonable since both the radratrve and non-radrative
rates of decay to the ground state for a delocahzed
drmer can be dtfferent
from the monomer rates. The
transrtron dipole of a dtmer state IS the appropnate
vector

sum of the transItIon

drpoles of the constituent
405
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Table I
The photon echo decay tune T,, fluorescence deczy tune T1, pure dephasmg trme T; and red-stuft of the &mer absorption
the pentacene orw II of the three dnner hnes R,, R, and R,.
Dlmer ste

h (X)

P (cm-‘)

TZ (ns)

7-1 (ns)

T; (ns)

R3

5927 2
5933 5
5934 6

16
34
37

21
22
11 5

19 5
165
155

46
67
19

R4

R5

monomers.
The electroruc excitation-phonon
coupling
for a deiocahzed
dlmer state also differs from that of
a monomer state. T~.E can affect the rate of nbratlonal
relaxation
to the ground state.
The values of T2 obtained
from the photon echo
decay measurements
are all slgluficantly
smaller than
2T,, the decay tLme which anses from the excited
state hfetimes, but all have T2 > 10 ns. The correspondmg homogeneous
hnewidths,
1/xT2, are more than a
thousand times narrower than the spectroscopIcaLly
observed dimer wld+&s, showing that the absorption

line

shapes arise from inhomogeneous
broadenmg
and do
not reveal mformation
about the duner dynamics.
The

lmporrant fact uncovered b,v the optzca! coherence expenments is that the delocabzed dimer state optical
coherence time is very long. Thzae diner “miru excltons” are close to the coherent limit (T, = XT, ) * _
The sphtting between the I+) and I-> states of each
of the dimers +&t give rise to the R3-R5 absorptlons
(tens of cm-l)
is large relative to kT(= 1 cm-l).
Thus,
phonon scattenng
between the I+) and I-> states of a
&mer cannot occur smce only the iowerenergy
state
is excited and there is vastly msufficient
thermal energy ava&ble for the scattenng
process. Smce T2 # 2T,,
the addltlonal
dephasmg must arise from a pure dephasing process characterized
by TI ‘Pius decay results from phonon modulation
of the dlmer state energy, caumg the transltlon
correlation
function
to decay.
AU of the echo experiments
gave exponentral
curves
(Iorentuan
homogeneous
hne shape) mdicating that
the correlation
functron decays rapldly compared to
T2 [lo] _ In fig. 3 a temperature-dependent
study is

l

Strictly speaking. the dlmer coherence time is the scattering
tune between the delocalized states. If the scattenng rare,
K, IS zero, T2 = 2T, rri the absence of pure dephasing. If
there ISa pure dephasing process, and K = 0. T2 + 2T,.
Therefore the coherence tune 1s equal to or longer than T2

406

from tt

shown. T; ISobserved to be temperature
Independent
for all three dimer hnes examined.
Pentacene dimer dephasmg IS qualitatively
sirrular
to monomer dephasing. Both monomer and duner dephasmg are temperature
Independent
at low temperature and, m the zero-concentration
hrmt, T2 # 2T,.
These sunilaritles
suggest that the same dephasing meek
arusm IS operant for monomers
and duners. At present, no detailed explanation
exists for the observed
dephasmg rates. However, our experiments
on pentacene m the hosts p-terphenyl,
naphthalene,
and
benzoic acid show a posltlve correlation
between the
strength of the phonon sldeband relative to the zerophonon line and the low-temperature,
lowconcentratlon, pure dephasing rate. This suggests that lmear phonon coupling could be the source of the pure dephasDIMER
100
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Fg. 3 Temperature dependence of dephasing time. T;. of
RJ pentacene dimers. The behavior of R4 and RS IS Identrcal.
A T7 temperature dependence would result from quadratrc
couplmg to harmonic phonons. A quadratic temperature dependence is shown for comparison.
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mg. We are currently
mvestigatmg
thus and other possrbrlrtres theoretically
We have demonstrated
dtrectly that delocahzed
op
trcal excrtatrons of dimer states can have extremely
long coherence times. In adduion,
the echo measurements reveal a very mterestmg and possrbly unportant
feature. Geometrtcally
drfferent dtmers can have substanttally different
pure dephasmg rates, T;.R3 has
a value of ~50 ns, whrle R4 gives ~70 ns and R, gves
~20 ns. If this arrses due to the couphng of the delocahzed drmer state to phonons, there must be a srzeable
dependence
on the detads of the drmer geometry
That
IS, the drmer electronic
excrtntron-phonon
couplmg IS
spatially anisotroprc
Thrs could have rmphcations
for
our understanding
of coherence m excrton bands of
pure crystals. Smce the excrton band dispersion
IS
based on pau-wrse mteractrons,
the rate of loss of excrton coherence could also be spatrally arusotroprc.
in an extreme sttuatron,
coherent excrton propagation
could effectively
be hnuted m spatnl direction,
not
because the energy drspersron is amsotroprc,
but because the rate of exciton coherence loss 1s amsotroptc
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